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(57) Abstract: Enclosures and systems that can control airflow and signal connectivity in a blade enclosure are provided. Some ex

o amples include a front section including a number of blade server modules, a rear section including a number of switch modules; and
a middle section having a number of openings and a number of connectors, wherein the middle section controls airflow between the
front section and the rear section in the blade enclosure with the number of openings and the middle section controls signal con
nectivity between a number of blades in the number of blade server modules and a number of switches in the number of switch mod -
ules with the number of connectors.



BLADE ENCLOSURE

Background

In a blade enclosure, blade server modules, that are housed in the blade

enclosure, can be coupled to switch modules, that are housed in the blade

enclosure. The blade server modules and switch modules can be coupled together

via a rigid printed circuit board (PCB). A PCB can have copper traces that provide

a direct high-speed connection for signals transferred between the blades and

switches in the blade server modules and switch modules, but using a PCB to

couple blades to switches can limit the configurations that the blade server

modules and switch modules can have in their enclosures and also can limit

cooling of the blades and switches by preventing airflow between the blade server

modules and switch modules.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 illustrates a blade enclosure having a front section, a middle

section, a rear section, and a tower section according the present disclosure.

Figure 2A illustrates the end of the middle section of a blade enclosure that

couples to the front section of a blade enclosure according to the present

disclosure.



Figure 2B illustrates the end of the middle section of a blade enclosure that

couples to the rear section of a blade enclosure according to the present

disclosure.

Figure 3A illustrates a top view of the middle section of a blade enclosure

showing a plenum in the middle section of a blade enclosure according to the

present disclosure.

Figure 3B illustrates a side view of the middle section of a blade enclosure

showing plenums in the middle section of a blade enclosure according to the

present disclosure.

Figure 4 illustrates airflow paths in a blade enclosure according to the

present disclosure.

Detailed Description

Some previous networking systems that use a PCB to couple blades to

switches can be limited by certain aspects of the PCB. A PCB cannot have

dimensions larger than 24" by 24" to be economical. Therefore, the configuration

of and the number of blades sever modules in a blade enclosure and the

configuration of and the number of switch modules in a blade enclosure can be

constrained by the dimensions of the PCB. Also, the PCB can restrict airflow

between the blade sever modules and switch modules limiting the cooling of the

blades and switches. Openings can be formed in the PCB to allow for airflow

between the blades and switches, but forming openings in the PCB reduces the

area on the PCB that can be used for transferring signals between the blades and

the switches. In addition, large PCBs can have reduced ability to route high-speed

signals, e.g., signals 25 Gbps and above.

Enclosures and systems that can control airflow and signal connectivity in a blade

enclosure are provided. Some examples include a front section including a

number of blade server modules, a rear section including a number of switch

modules, and a middle section having a number of openings and a number of

connectors, wherein the middle section controls airflow between the front section



and the rear section in the blade enclosure with the number of openings and the

middle section controls signal connectivity between a number of blades in the

number of blade server modules and a number of switches in the number of switch

modules with the number of connectors.

n some examples of the present disclosure, the number of connectors and

the number of openings can have a number of configurations to allow the

enclosure to couple a number of blades and a number of switches in various

configurations. For example, the connectors and openings of an enclosure can be

configured to match the configuration of the portion of a blade enclosure that is

housing the blades and the configuration of the portion of a blade enclosure that is

housing the switches.

In the following detailed description of the present disclosure, reference is

made to the accompanying drawings that form a part hereof, and in which is shown

by way of illustration how examples of the disclosure may be practiced. These

examples are described in sufficient detail to enable those of ordinary skill in the art

to practice the examples of this disclosure, and it is to be understood that other

examples may be utilized and that process, electrical, and/or structural changes

may be made without departing from the scope of the present disclosure. As used

herein, "a number of can refer to one or more of a particular thing. For example, a

number of blades can refer to one or more blades.

The figures herein follow a numbering convention in which the first digit or

digits correspond to the drawing figure number and the remaining digits identify an

element or component in the drawing. Similar elements or components between

different figures may be identified by the use of similar digits. For example, 106

may reference element "06" in Figure 1, and a similar element may be referenced

as 206 in Figure 2A. Elements shown in the various figures herein can be added,

exchanged, and/or eliminated so as to provide a number of additional examples of

the present disclosure. In addition, the proportion and the relative scale of the

elements provided in the figures are intended to illustrate the examples of the

present disclosure, and should not be taken in a limiting sense.



Figure 1 illustrates a blade enclosure 102 having a front section 104, a

middle section 106, a rear section 108, and a lower section 110 according the

present disclosure. Figure 1 illustrates a blade enclosure 02 having a middle

section 106 that couples to a front section 104 having a number of blade server

modules 2 and to a rear section 108 having a number of switches modules 8

according to the present disclosure. The middle section 106 can control the

airflow, signal connectivity, and power distribution for the blade enclosure 102.

The front section 104 includes a number of blade server modules 112,

storage modules 114, and front fan modules 116. The rear section 108 includes a

number of switch modules 18, enclosure manager modules 120, and rear fan

modules 122. The lower section 110 includes power modules that can include a

number of powers sources and fans to provide power to the components of the

blade enclosure 102.

The middle section 106 includes a number of openings (described in

association with Figures 2A and 2B) and a number of plenums (described in

associated with Figures 3A and 3B) to allow airflow through the blade enclosure

102 between the front section 104 and the rear section 108 via the middle section

106. The middle section 106 includes a number of connectors (described in

association with Figure 2A) that connect the blade server modules to middle

section 106 and a number of connectors (described in associated with Figure 2A)

that connect the storage modules to middle section 106. The middle section 106

includes a number of connectors (described in association with Figure 2B) that

connect the switch modules to middle section 106 and a number of connectors

(described in association with Figure 2B) that connect the enclosure manager

modules to middle section 106.

In the example illustrated in Figure 1, the middle section 106 includes a

number of openings and a number of connectors. In Figure , connectors 124-1

that can be coupled to blade server modules 112 and connectors 124-2 can be

coupled to switch modules 1 8 are illustrated. In some examples, connectors (not

shown in Figure 1) that can couple to storage modules, enclosure manager



modules, front fan modules, and/or rear fan modules can be included on the middle

section 106. In Figure 1, openings 32 that can be coupled to rear fan modules

122, openings 134 that can be coupled to switch modules 118, and openings 136

that can be coupled to enclosure manager modules 120 are illustrated. In some

examples, openings (not shown in Figure 1) that can couple to blade server

modules, front fan modules, and/or storage modules can be included in the middle

section 106.

The number of connectors that connect the blade server modules 1 ,

switch modules 118, enclosure manager modules 120, and storage modules 114 to

middle section 106 can be coupled together to provide high and/or low speed

signal connectivity between the blade server modules 112, switch modules 120,

enclosure manager modules 120, and storage modules 114. The connectors of

middle section 106 can be coupled together with wires and/or optical fibers.

In some examples, the openings and connectors in middle section 106 can

be used to manage the airflow, signal connectivity, and power distribution in the

blade enclosure 02. The middle section 106 can manage the airflow in the blade

enclosure 102 by providing opening and plenums for air to move from the blade

server modules 112 and storage modules 114 in the front section 104 to the rear

fan modules 122 in the rear section 108. n some examples, air can be pulled into

the blade server modules 112 and storage modules 1 4 of the blade enclosure by

fans in the rear fan modules 122, the air can pass through the blade server

modules 122 and storage modules 114 and into plenums in the middle section 106.

The airflow can continue out of the plenums in middle section 106 into the rear fan

modules 22. The airflow can exit the blade enclosure 102 out the rear fan

modules 122.

The middle section 106 can manage the airflow in the blade enclose 102 by

providing openings and a plenum for air to move from the front fan modules 1 6 in

the front section 104 to the switch modules 1 8 and enclosure manager modules

120 in the rear section 108. In some examples, air can be pushed into the blade

enclosure 102 by fans in the front fan modules 16, the air can pass through the



front fan modules 16 and into a plenum in the middle section 106. The airflow can

continue out of the plenum in the middle section 106 into the switch modules 18

and enclosure manager modules 120. The airflow can exit the blade enclosure

102 out the switch modules 18 and the enclosure manager modules 120.

The middle section 106 can manage signal connectivity and power

distribution for the blade enclosure 102 by providing connectors, where the signal

connectivity can be electrical connectors and/or optical connectors, for example,

along with wires and/or optical fiber cables to couple the blade server modules 112,

the switch modules 18, the storage modules 14, the enclosure manager modules

120, the front fan modules 11, and the rear fan modules 122 together. The

connectors coupled to the wires and/or optical fibers can transfer signals and/or

electricity between the blade server modules 12, the switch modules 118, the

storage modules 114, and the enclosure manager modules 120, front fan modules

116 and rear fan modules 122.

Figure 2A illustrates the end of the middle section of a blade enclosure that

couples to the front section of a blade enclosure according to the present

disclosure. Middle section 206 includes a number of connectors 224- , 224-3,

and 224-5 and a number of openings and louvers 226, 228, and 230. The

connectors 224-1 can physically and electrically couple a number of blade server

modules to middle section 206. Each connector 224-1 can be coupled to a blade

in a blade server module. The connectors 224-1 can be floated, e.g., have a

number of degrees of freedom for movement, in middle section 206; therefore

connectors 224-1 can move to align with the blade sever modules when coupling

the blade server modules to connectors 224-1 . For example, connectors can move

approximately 1-3mm in each direction.

Connectors 224-3 can physically and electrically couple a number of storage

modules to middle section 206. Each connector 224-3 can be coupled to a storage

manager in a storage module. The connectors 224-3 can be floated in middle

section 206 to allow connectors 224-3 to move and align with the storage manager

modules when coupling the storage modules to connectors 224-3.



Connector 224-5 can physically and electrically couple a front fan module to

middle section 206. The front fan modules can move air between the front and

rear sections through the middle section of the blade enclosure. Connector 224-5

can be coupled to a number of fans in a front fan module. The connectors 224-5

can be floated in middle section 206 to allow connector 224-5 to move and align

with the front fan module when coupling the front fan module to connector 224-5.

In some examples, each of the number of connectors 224-1 can be

associated with an opening and louver 226. Openings and louvers 226 can allow

airflow between a blade server module in the front section blades and the middle

section 206. For example, as a blade server module is coupled to a connector

224-1 , louver 226 can be actuated and opened by the blade server module to allow

airflow between the blade server module and the middle section 206. For example,

when blade server modules are coupled to connectors 224-1, the blade server

modules can contact louver actuators associated with openings and louvers 226 to

open the louvers 226 and allow airflow between the blade server modules and

middle section 206. In some examples, louvers can be motorized and receive a

signal to open for airflow control.

In some examples, each of the number of connectors 224-3 can be

associated with an opening and louver 228. Openings and louvers 228 can allow

airflow between storage modules and middle section 206. For example, as a

storage module is coupled to a connector 224-3, louver 228 can be actuated and

opened by the storage modules to allow airflow between the storage modules in

the front section and the middle section 206.

Middle section 206 can also include an opening and louver 230. Opening

and louver 230 can allow airflow between a front fan module in the front section

and middle section 206. For example, as a front fan module is coupled to middle

section 206, louver 230 can be actuated and opened by the front fan module to

allow airflow between the front fan module and the middle section 206.

Figure 2B illustrates the end of the middle section of a blade enclosure that

couples to the rear section of a blade enclosure according to the present



disclosure. Middle section 206 includes a number of connectors 224-2 and 224-4

and a number of openings and louvers 232, 234, and 236. The connectors 224-2

can physically and electrically couple a number of switch modules to middle section

206. Each connector 224-2 can be coupled to a switch in a switch module. The

connectors 224-2 can be floated, e.g., have a number of degrees of freedom, in

middle section 206; therefore connectors 224-2 can move to ease alignment with

the switch modules when coupling the switch modules to connectors 224-2. The

connectors can move, for example, 1-3mm in each direction. Also, connectors

224-4 can physically and electrically couple a number of enclosure manager

modules to middle section 206. The enclosure manager modules can control

signal routing for the number of switches in the switch modules. Each connector

224-4 can be coupled to an enclosure manager module. The connectors 224-4

can be floated in middle section 206 to allow connectors 224-4 to move and align

with the enclosure manager modules when coupling the enclosure manager

modules to connectors 224-4.

Connectors 224-6 can physically and electrically couple a rear fan modules

to middle section 206. The rear fan modules can move air between the front and

rear sections through the middle section of the blade enclosure. Connectors 224-6

can be coupled to a number of fans in rear fan modules. The connectors 224-6

can be floated in middle section 206 to allow connector 224-6 to move and align

with the rear fan modules when coupling the front fan module to connector 224-6.

In some examples, each of the number of connectors 224-2 can be

associated with a pair of openings and louvers 234. Openings and louvers 234 can

allow airflow between the switch modules and middle section 206. For example, as

a switch module is coupled to a connector 224-2, louver 234 can be actuated and

opened by the switch module to allow airflow between the switch module and the

middle section 206. For example, when switch modules are coupled to connectors

224-2, the switch modules can contact the louver actuators associated with

openings and louvers 234 to open louvers 234 and allow airflow between the

switch modules and middle section 206.



In some examples, each of the number of connectors 224-4 can be

associated with a pair of openings and louvers 236. Openings and louvers 236 can

allow airflow between the enclosure manager modules and middle section 206.

For example, as an enclosure manager module is coupled to a connector 224-4,

louver 236 can be actuated and opened by the enclosure manager module to allow

airflow between the enclosure manager module and the middle section 206. For

example, when enclosure manager modules are coupled to connectors 224-4, the

enclosure manager modules can contact the louver actuators associated with

openings and louvers 236 to open louvers 236 and allow airflow between the

enclosure manager modules and middle section 206.

In some examples, each of rear fan modules in the rear section can be

associated with an opening and louver 232. Openings and louvers 232 can allow

airflow between the rear fan modules and middle section 206. For example, as a

rear fan module is coupled to middle section 206, louver 232 can be actuated and

opened by the rear fan module to allow airflow between the rear fan module and

the middle section 206. For example, when rear fan modules are coupled to

middle section 206, the rear fan modules can contact the louver actuators

associated with openings and louvers 232 to open louvers 232 and allow airflow

between the rear fan modules and middle section 206.

In some examples, connectors 224-1 , 224-2, 224-3, 224-4, 224-5, and 224-

6 can be coupled together by a number of wires and/or optical fibers. The number

of wires can be copper, for example, and the number of wires can transmit signals

between the blade server modules, switch modules, storage modules, and

enclosure manager modules coupled to connectors 224-1 , 224-2, 224-3, 224-4,

224-5, and 224-6. The number of wires can supply electrical power from power

modules to the blade server modules, switch modules, storage modules, enclosure

manager modules, front fan modules, and rear fan modules coupled to connectors

224-1 , 224-2, 224-3, and 224-4, 224-5, and 224-6. For example, a number of

wires and/or optical fibers can couple each of the blade server modules coupled to

a connector 224-1 to each of the storage modules coupled to a connector 204-3. A



number of wires can couple each of the blade server modules coupled to a

connector 224-1 to each of the switch modules coupled to a connector 224-2. A

number of wires can couple each of the storage modules coupled to a connector

224-3 to each of the enclosure manager modules coupled to a connector 224-4. A

number of wires can couple each of the switch modules coupled to a connector

224-2 to each of the enclosure manager modules coupled to a connector 224-4.

The number of wires and/or optical fibers can be high-speed and/or low-speed for

the transmitting signals between the blade server modules, switch modules,

storage modules, enclosure manager modules, front fan modules, and rear fan

modules.

Figure 3A illustrates a top view of the middle section of a blade enclosure

showing a plenum in the middle section of a blade enclosure according to the

present disclosure. Figure 3A illustrates connectors 324-1 and connectors 324-2 of

middle section 306. Connectors 324-1 can couple middle section 360 to a number

of blade server modules. Connectors 324-2 can couple middle section 306 to a

number of switch modules. In Figure 3A, middle section 306 includes plenum 340.

Plenum 340 can be included in middle section 306 to allow airflow between

openings in middle section 306, such as between opening 230 in Figure 2A and

openings 234 and 236 in Figure 2B. Plenum 340 can receive air from a front fan

module that is pushed into the plenum 340 by a fan in the front fan module. The air

can travel through the plenum 340 to switch modules and/or enclosure manager

modules coupled to middle section 306. The air can travel from the front fan

modules to the switch modules and/or enclosure manager modules through the

plenum 340 to cool the switches and/or enclosure managers in the switch modules

and/or enclosure manager modules. Plenum 340 can be configured in middle

section 306 to lead from an opening in middle section 306, such as opening 230 in

Figure 2A, to other openings in middle section 306, such as openings 234 and 236

in Figure 2B, while still allowing for room in middle section 306 for the number of

wires that couple the connectors on middle section 306 together.



Figure 3B illustrates a side view of the middle section of a blade enclosure

showing plenums in the middle section of a blade enclosure according to the

present disclosure. Figure 3B illustrates connectors 324-1 , connectors 324-2, and

connectors 324-3 of middle section 306. Connectors 324-1 can couple middle

section 306 to a number of blade server modules, connectors 324-2 can couple

middle section 306 to a number of switches modules, and connectors 324-3 can

couple middle section 306 to a number of storage modules.

As illustrated in Figure 3B, middle section 306 includes plenum 340 to allow

airflow between openings in middle section 306, such as between opening 230 in

Figure 2A and openings 234 and 236 in Figure 2B. In Figure 3B, middle section

306 includes plenums 342 and 344. Plenums 342 and 344 can be included in

middle section 306 to allow airflow between openings in middle section 306, such

as between openings 226 and 228 in Figure 2A and openings 232 in Figure 2B.

Plenum 342 and 344 can receive air from blade server modules and/or storage

modules that is pulled into the blade server modules and/or a storage modules and

plenums 342 and 344 by fans in rear fan modules. The air can travel through the

plenum 342 and 344 to rear fan modules coupled to middle section 306. The air

can travel from the front of the blade enclosure through the blade server modules

and/or storage modules to the plenum 340 and the rear fan modules to cool the

blades and/or storage components in the blade server modules and/or storage

modules. Plenums 342 and 344 can be configured in middle section 306 to lead

from openings in middle section 306, such as openings 226 and 228 in Figure 2A,

to other openings in middle section 306, such as openings 232 in Figure 2B, while

still allowing for room in middle section 306 for the number of wires that couple the

connectors on middle section 306 together.

Figure 4 illustrates airflow paths in a blade enclosure according to the

present disclosure. Figure 3 illustrates airflow paths 450-1 , 450-2, 452-1 , 452-2,

452-3, 452-4, 452-5, and 454 through blade enclosure 402. Figure 4 illustrates

blade server modules 412 in front section 404 coupled to middle section 406 via

connectors 424-1, switch modules 418 in rear section 408 coupled to middle



section 406 via connectors 424-2, and enclosure manager module 420 coupled to

middle section 406 via connector 424-4. In some examples, a storage module

(not shown) can be coupled to middle section 406 via a connector (not shown).

Airflow paths 450-1 and 450-2 illustrate the airflow from the front section404

of blade enclosure 402 through middle section 406 to rear section 408. In some

examples, rear section 408 can include rear fan modules 422. Rear fan modules

422 can include fans 456 to pull air from the front of blade enclosure 402 through

blade server modules 412 and/or storage modules (not shown) and into middle

section 406. The air can enter middle section 406 through openings in middle

section 406, such as openings 226 and 228 in Figure 2A. The openings through

which air from airflow paths 450-1 and 450-2 enters middle section 406 from front

section 404 can be associated with louvers that are actuated and opened when

blade server modules 4 2 and/or storage modules (not shown) are coupled to

middle section 406. The air from airflow 450-1 can pass through middle section

406 via plenum 442 and the air from airflow 450-2 can pass through middle section

406 via plenum 444. The air from airflow paths 450-1 and 450-2 can enter rear

section 408 through openings in middle section 406, such as openings 232 in

Figure 2B. The openings through which air from airflow paths 450-1 and 450-2

enters rear section 408 from plenums 442 and 444 in middle section 406 can be

associated with louvers that are actuated and opened when rear fan modules 422

are coupled to middle section 406. The air can be pulled through rear fan modules

422 by fans 456 and exit out of the rear section 408. The airflow paths 450-1 and

450-2 can cool blades and storage components in the front section 404 by pulling

air from the front of the blade enclosure 402 through blade server modules 412

and/or storage modules (not shown), plenums 442 and 444, and rear fan modules

422 and out the rear section 408 with fans 456.

Airflow paths 452-1 , 452-2, 452-3, 452-4, and 452-5 illustrate the airflow from

the front section 404 of blade enclosure 402 through middle section 406 to rear

section 408. In some examples, front section 404 can include front fan module

416. Front fan module 416 can include fans 457 to push air from the front of blade



enclosure 402 through the front fan module 416 and into middle section 406. The

air can enter middle section 406 through openings in middle section 406, such as

opening 230 in Figure 2A. The opening through which air from airflow paths 452-1 ,

452-2, 452-3, 452-4, and 452-5 enters middle section 406 from front section 404

can be associated with louvers that are actuated and opened when the front fan

module 416 are coupled to middle section 406. The air from airflow paths 452- ,

452-2, 452-3, 452-4, and 452-5 can pass through middle section 406 via plenum

440. The air can enter rear section 408 through openings in middle section 406,

such as openings 234 and 236 in Figure 2B. The openings through which air from

airflow paths 452-1 , 452-2, 452-3, 452-4, and 452-5 enters rear section 408 from

plenum 440 in middle section 406 can be associated with louvers that are actuated

and opened when switch modules 418 and/or enclosure manager modules 420 are

coupled to middle section 406. The air can be pushed through switch modules 418

and/or enclosure manager modules 420 by fans 457 in the front fan module 416

and exit out of the rear section 408. The airflow paths 452-1 , 452-2, 452-3, 452-4,

and 452-5 can cool switches and enclosure manager components in the rear

section 408 by pushing air from the front of the blade enclosure 402 through the

front fan module 416, plenum 440, switch modules 418, and/or enclosure manager

modules 420 and out the rear section 408 with fans 457 in the front fan module

416.

Airflow path 454 illustrates the airflow through the lower section 410 of the

blade enclosure 402. The lower section 410 can include a number of power

modules that supply power the components of the front section 404, middle section

406, and rear section 408 of blade enclosure 402. In some examples, lower

section 4 0 can include fans 458. The air in airflow path 454 can be pulled into

lower section 410 by fans 458 in lower section 410 and the air can pass through

the lower section 410 to cool the power modules in the lower section 410. The air

in airflow path 454 can exit out the rear of the lower section 410.

In some examples, airflow paths 450-1 and 450-2 can use fans 456 and

plenums 442 and 444 to provide independent airflow paths to cool the blade server



modules and storage modules. Airflow paths 452-1 , 452-2, 452-3, 452-4, and 452-

4 can use fans 457 and plenum 440 to provide independent airflow paths to cool

the switch modules and enclosure manager modules. Airflow path 454 can use

fans 458 to provide an independent airflow path to cool the power modules

It is to be understood that the above description has been made in an

illustrative fashion, and not a restrictive one. Although specific examples have

been illustrated and described herein, other component arrangements, instructions,

and/or device logic can be substituted for the specific examples shown.



What is claimed:

1. A blade enclosure, comprising:

a front section including a number of blade server modules;

a rear section including a number of switch modules; and

a middle section having a number of openings and a number of connectors,

wherein the middle section controls airflow between the front section and the rear

section in the blade enclosure with the number of openings and the middle section

controls signal connectivity between a number of blades in the number of blade

server modules and a number of switches in the number of switch modules with the

number of connectors.

2. The enclosure of claim 1, wherein each of the number of openings can be

associated with a louver that is actuated and opened to allow airflow through the

openings.

3. The enclosure of claim 1, the middle section includes a plenum for airflow

through the middle section between a front section and a rear section of the blade

enclosure.

4 . The enclosure of claim 1, wherein the number of connectors are coupled to

each other by a number of wires.

5. The enclosure of claim 1, wherein the number of wires include high-speed

copper wires and low-speed copper wires for managing signal connectivity

between the number of blades and the number of servers.

6. The enclosure of claim 1, wherein each of the number of connectors have a

number of degrees of freedom for movement in the middle section.

7 . A blade enclosure, comprising:



a front section, wherein the front section includes a number of blade

server modules;

a rear section, wherein the rear section includes a number of switch

modules; and

a middle section, wherein the middle section includes a number of

first connectors coupled to the number of blade server modules and a number of

second connectors coupled to the number of switch modules,

wherein the number of first connectors are coupled to the

number of second connectors via a number of wires to manage signal

connectivity between the number of blade server modules and the number

of switch modules, and

wherein the middle section includes a number of first

openings, a number of second openings, a number of third openings, and a

fourth opening to allow airflow between the front section and the rear section

through the middle section.

8. The enclosure of claim 7, wherein air flows between the number of blade

server modules in the front section and a number of rear fan modules in the rear

section through the number of first openings and number of second openings in the

middle section.

9 . The enclosure of claim 7 , wherein the middle section includes a first plenum

to route air through the middle section between the blade server modules and the

rear fan modules.

10. The enclosure of claim 9, wherein the rear fan modules include a number of

fans to pull air from the blade server modules through the first plenum into the rear

fan modules.



. The enclosure of claim 7, wherein air flows between a number of front fan

modules in the front section and the number of switch modules through the fourth

opening and number of third openings.

12. The enclosure of claim 7, wherein the middle section includes a second

plenum to route air through the middle section between the front fan modules and

the switch modules.

13 . The enclosure of claim 12, wherein the front fan modules include a number

of fans to push air from the number of front fan modules through the second

plenum into the switch modules.

14. A system for controlling airflow and signal connectivity in a blade enclosure,

the system comprising:

a front section having a number of blade server modules, a number of

storage modules, and a number of front fan modules;

a rear section having a number of switch modules, a number of enclosure

manager modules, and a number of rear fan modules; and

a middle section having a number of openings and a number of connectors,

wherein airflow between the front section and rear section through the middle

section is controlled by the number of openings and signal connectivity between

the number of blade server modules, the number of storage modules, the number

of switch modules, and the number of enclosure manager modules is controlled by

the number of connectors coupled to each other via a number of wires.

15. The system of claim 14, wherein controlling airflow includes routing air

between the front section and the rear section on a number of airflow paths and

controlling the signal connectivity includes routing signals between the number Of

blade server modules, the number of storage modules, the number of switch



modules, and the number of enclosure manager modules on a number of high

speed wires and a number of low-speed wires.
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